P2P NEWS
Highlighting what you missed with P2P

SCHOLAR
SPOTLIGHT
"P2P has become a safe space. Especially with my
current situation of having recently been
released from Rikers Island, living in a half-way
house, and looking for hope. Being able to
communicate with men and women that have
similar backgrounds, as well as similar goals is
comforting. Hearing the stories and goals of my
fellow P2P scholars, as well as the stories of the
graduates offers me hope. I feel honored that
P2P accepts me for who I am."
-Darryl Robertson

IN THE
MEDIA
UnScripted: Authentic Leadership Podcast
provides a platform for leaders to unite,
develop, and empower other leaders.
This episode features Dr. Stanley Andrisse, as
he shares his story on how he went from prison
to professor.

SPREADING
KNOWLEDGE
Learn more about recent events in prison
education and more:
HBCUs are building a new prison-to-college
pipeline
NewsChannel 5 initiative removes old
articles to offer you a 'Fresh Start'
The P2P Blog and Letters to P2P are now
active!

WHAT YOU
MISSED
Last month, the P2P Leadership Team traveled to the
bright and musical city of New Orleans, Louisiana to
attend the 2022 Jobs for the Future (JFF) Horizon
Conference. This year’s conference had a focus on
connecting impoverished and racially marginalized
communities, and those from underrepresented
backgrounds, to better jobs, skills, training, and
education, enabling their access to an enhanced job
market.
Interview with Dr. Andrisse at JFF

Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion (EDI) are at
the heart of increasing access to opportunity
and health. P2P is now offering EDI consulting
and training for service.
Building a common language and
understanding – even if we don’t all believe
the same things – is important for creating the
bonds and relationships necessary to build
equity. Throughout the course, we examine how
to use an equity lens for analysis, framing,
communication, and development.

COMING UP
Register for upcoming conferences below!
Rise Up Conference (godaddysites.com)
2022 NCHEP (higheredinprison.org)
2022 STEM-OPS Annual Convening STEM-OPS

Are you a P2P alumni? Click here to stay in touch!
Connect with us on social media!

